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Abstract:

In This paper the author studies the Glivenko congruence R in a
0-distributive meet semilattice. It is proved that a meet semilattice S with 0 is

0-distributive if and only if the quotient semilattice
R

S
is distributive. Hence S is

0-distributive if and only if (0] is the Kernel of some homomorphism of S onto a
distributive meet semilattice with 0.
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Introduction:

J.C.Varlet [7] first introduced the concept of 0-distributive lattices. Then
many authors including [1,2,3,5] studied them for lattices and semilattices. By [2],
a meet semilattice S with 0 is called 0-distributive if for all Scba ,, with

caba  0 imply 0 da for some cbd , . A meet semi lattice S is

called directed above if for all Sb,a  , there exists Sc such that b,ac  . We

know that all modular and distributive semilattices have the directed above
property. Moreover, [3] have shown that every 0-distributive meet semilattice is
directed above.

Let S be a meet semilattice with 0. For a non-empty subset A of S, we

define }0|{ AaallforaxSxA  .This is clearly a down set, but we

can not prove that this is an ideal even in a distributive meet semilattice, when A is
infinite.

By [2,3] we know that, for any Sa  , }{a is an ideal if and only if S is
0-distributive.

We define a relation R on a meet semilattice S by )(Rba  if and only if
  ](]( ba . In other words, )(Rba  is equivalent to “for each Sx , 0 xa

if and only if 0 xb ”.
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We will show below that this is a congruence on the meet semilattice S. We
call it Glivenko congruence. In this paper we establish some results on this
congruence in a meet semilattice.

We start with the following result which is due to [3]. We include its proof
for the convenience of the reader.

Lemma 1: Let S be a meet-semilattice with 0. Again let SBA , and
Sba , then we have the followings:

(i) If ]0( BA , then  AB

(ii) ]0( AA ,

(iii) BA imply that   AB

(iv) If ba  imply that   }{}{ ab and   }{}{ ba

(v) ]0(}{}{   aa

(vi)   }{}{}{ baba

(vii)  AA

(viii)   AA

Proof: (i)   Let Bb . Then 0 ba for all Aa , as }0{ BA . Thus
 Ab . Hence  AB .

(ii)  Let  AAx .
= Ax and 0 ax for all Aa
= 0 xx
= 0x

(iii)  Let BA
 ]0(  BBBA

]0( BA

So,  by (i),   AB .

(iv)   Let  }{bx . Then 0 xb for some Sx . Since ba  ,

then we have 0 xa for some Sx , which imply that  }{ax .
Hence,

  }{}{ ab .

Now let  }{ax . Then 0 xy for all  }{ay , which implies

that 0 xy for all  }{by as   }{}{ ab Thus  }{bx .

Hence,
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  }{}{ ba .

(v) Let   }{}{ aax . Then  }{ax and  }{ax which

implies that 0 ax and 0 yx for all  }{ay . Thus 0 xx .
Hence

]0(}{}{   aa .

(vi) Let   }{}{ bax and  }{ bay . Then we get

0)(  bay , which implies that  }{)( bay . Since  }{bx , we get
0)(  ayx .

Hence  }{ayx . Since  }{ax , we get  }{ayx . Thus

].0(}{}{   aayx Hence 0 yx for all  )( bay . Therefore
 )( bax . Thus   )}{}{}{ baba .

Conversely we can write that aba  , which implies by (i)
  }{)( aba . Similarly   }{}{ bba . Therefore we have,

  }{}{}{ baba .

(vii) Let Ax , consider any  Ar , then we get 0 ax for all

Aa which implies that 0 xr . Since 0 rx for all  Ar .  Thus

 Ax .  Hence  AA .

(viii) Since by (vii)  AA . So by (iii)   AA )( .

Hence   AA . Since by (vii)   AAA )( . Therefore we have
  AA .

Hence the proof is completed. 

Theorem 2: R is a meet congruence on S.

Proof: It is clearly an equivalent relation.

Let )(Rba  and St

Then   ](]( ba , so by using Lemma 1, we have   ](]( tata

=   }](]{( ta
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=   }](]{( tb

=  ]( tb =  ]( tb

This implies )(Rtbta  , and so R is a meet congruence on S.

A meet semilattice S with 0 is weakly complemented if for any pair of
distinct elements a, b of S, there exists an element c disjoint from one of these
elements but not from the other. In particular, if ba  , then there exists Sc
such that 0 ca but 0 cb .

Theorem 3: If S is weakly complemented. Then R is an equality relation.

Proof: Suppose Sba , with ba  . Since S is weakly complemented, so there
exist Sx , 0 xa but 0 xb . This implies Rba ),( . Hence R is an

equality relation.

Theorem 4: For any meet semilattice S.
R

S
is also a meet semilattice. Moreover

S is directed above if and only if
R

S
is directed above.

Proof: For
R

S
ba ][],[ ,  define RbaRbRa ][][][  . Thus

R

S
is a meet

semilattice.

Now let Sba , . If S is directed above, then there exists bad , .

Now, RaRdaRdRa ][][][][  and RbRdbRdRb ][][][][ 

Implies RbRaRd ][,][][  . Thus,
R

S
is also directed above.

Conversely suppose
R

S
is directed above. Let Sba ,

Then
R

S
ba ][],[ . Since

R

S
is directed above, so there exists

R

S
C

such that RbRaC ][,][ . Then there exists Cd  ,

such that Cd ][ and bad , . So S is directed above. 

A meet semilattice S is called a distributive semilattice if baw  implies
that there exist ax  , by  in S such  that yxw  .
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Following result gives some characterizations of distributive meet
semilattices which are due to [4, Theorem 1.1.6], also see [6].

Lemma 5: For a meet semilattice S, the following conditions are equivalent.

i) S is distributive.

ii) baw  implies that there exists Sy such that by  , wy  and

waay  .

iii) cbba  implies that there exists Sy such that by  , cy  and

caay  . 

Theorem 6: For any meet semilattice S, the quotient meet semilattice
R

S
is weakly

complemented. Furthermore,  S is 0-distributive if and only if
R

S
is distributive.

Proof: First part: For any meet semilattice S, when A< B in
R

S
, there exists a in A

and b in B such that a< b, and by the definition of R, there is an element c such that

0 ac and 0 bc . Since the minimum class of
R

S
has the only element 0,

the class C of c satisfies ]0[CA and ]0[ BC . Therefore,
R

S
is weakly

complemented.

For second part:  Let S be 0-distributive. Suppose CAB  in
R

S
. So there exists

Bb , Aa , Cc such that cab  and RbB ][ , RaA ][ , RcC ][ .
Suppose 0 xba . Then 0 xca . Since S is 0-distributive, so there
exists cbd , such that 0 xda . On the other hand, for any cbd , ,

0 xda implies 0 xbabxda . Therefore, )(Rdaba 
for some cbd , . In other words, DABA  where CBdD ,][  .

Therefore by [4, Theorem 1.1.6 (ii)],
R

S
is distributive.

Conversely, suppose
R

S
is distributive. Let Scba ,, with

0 caba . Then Rcaba ]0[][][][][  . Since [0] contains only the
element 0, so 0 CABA , where ][aA  , ][bB  , ][cC  . Then

CAB  . Since
R

S
is distributive, so 11 CAB  for some AA 1 , CC 1 .

Moreover, 11 CAB  implies BC 1 . Thus 110 CACAABA  .
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Now CBC ,1  implies RdC ][1  for some cbd , . Therefore, 0 da for

some cbd , and so S is 0-distributive.

We conclude the paper with the following result.

Theorem 7: Let S be a meet semilattice. Then the following conditions are
equivalent

(i) S is 0-distributive.
(ii) (0] is the kernel of some homomorphism of S onto a distributive semilattice

with 0.
(iii) (0] is the kernel of a homomorphism of S onto a 0-distributive semilattice.

Proof: (i)  (ii). Suppose S is 0-distributive. Then by Theorem 1, the binary

relation R defined by )(Ryx  iff
  ](]( yx is a congruence on S. Moreover

by Theorem 5,
R

S
is a distributive meet semilattice. Clearly the map Raa ][ is

a homomorphism. Now let )(0 Ra  . Then 00  a implies 0 aaa . Here
[0]R contains only 0 of S. That is, (0] is a complete congruence class modulo R.

(ii)  (iii)  is obvious as every distributive semilattice with 0 is 0-distributive.

(iii)  (i). Let  be a congruence on S for which (0] is the zero element of the
0-distributive semilattice /S . Then zxyx  0 imply

 ][][][][][][ zxzxyxyx  . Thus,

 ][][]0(][][ zxyx  . Hence by the 0-distributivity of

S

,

]0(][][   dx , for some  ][,][][ zyd  . This implies ]0( dx and so

0 dx , where zyd , . Therefore, S is 0-distributive. 
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